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First law as a rate equation:-
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Unsteady Flow Processes and their analysis :-
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Limitations of first law of thermodynamics:-
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Example-3  In a steam power station, steam flows steadily through a 0.2 m 

diameter pipeline from the boiler to the turbine. At the boiler end, the 

steam conditions are found to be; p = 4 MPa, t = 400 0C , h = 3213.6 kJ/kg

and v = 0.073 m3/kg. At the turbine end, the conditions are found to be; 

p = 3.5 MPa, t = 392 0C, h = 3202.6 kJ/kg and v = 0.084 m3/kg. There is a 

heat loss of 8.5 kJ/kg from the pipeline. Calculate the steam flow rate.

Example-4 An evacuated bottle of 0.5 m3 volume is slowly filled from 

atmospheric air at 1.0135 bars until the pressure inside the bottle also 

becomes 1.0135 bar. Due to heat transfer, the temperature of air inside the

bottle after filling is equal to the atmospheric air temperature. Determine 

the amount of heat transfer.
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Limitations of First Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics is a law of conservation of energy. It does not specify 
the direction of the process. All spontaneous processes processed in one direction only. 
The first law of thermodynamics does not deny the feasibility of a process reversing 
itself. The first law of thermodynamics does not provide answers to the following 
questions.

• IS A PARTICULAR PROCESS / REACTION FEASIBLE?

• TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THE PROCESS / REACTION PROCEED?

• IS COMPLETE CONVERSION OF INTERNAL ENERGY INTO WORK POSSIBLE?

There exists a law which determines the direction in which a spontaneous process proceeds. 
The law, known as the second law of thermodynamics, is a principle of wide generality and 
provides answer to the above questions.

It is essential to understand the meaning of the following terms in order to discuss the second 
law of thermodynamics:

Thermal reservoir is a large body from which a finite quantity of energy can be 
extracted or to which a finite quantity of energy can be added as heat without changing 
its temperature.

A source is a thermal reservoir at high temperature from which a heat engine receives 
the energy as heat.

A sink is a low temperature thermal reservoir to which a heat engine rejects energy as 
heat.
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Heat Engine

 A heat engine is a device which converts the energy it receives at heat, into work.

 It is a cyclically operating device.

 It receives energy as heat form a high temperature body, converts part of it into 
work and rejects the rest to a low temperature body. 

 A thermal power plant is an example of a heat engine.

Figure describes a basic arrangement of a thermal power plant

 In the boiler, the working fluid receives a certain amount of heat (Q1)

from the hot combustion products.
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 The superheated steam enters a turbine where it undergoes expansion performing the shaft work 

(WT).

The low pressure steam enters a condenser where it exchange energy as heat at constant pressure 

with the cooling water and emerges as the condensate. The condensate rejects a certain amount of 

heat (Q2) to the cooling water.

The low pressure condensate from the condenser enters the pump. Work (WP). is done on the 

pump to elevate the condensate to the boiler pressure and return it to the boiler. 

In the above example,

Work done by the system = (WT - WP)

Energy absorbed as heat by the system = Q1

Energy rejected as heat by the system = Q2

According to first law of thermodynamics, the heat and work interaction are related by the 

equation.

Finally, the thermal efficiency (ƞ) of a heat engine can be expressed as
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Or,

Heat Pump

Heat Pump is cyclically operating device which absorbs energy form a low temperature reservoir 

and reject energy as heat to a high temperature reservoir when work is performed on the device. 

Its objective is to reject energy as heat to a high temperature body (space heating in winter). The 

atmosphere acts as the low temperature reservoir.

Refrigerator

A refrigerator is a cyclically operating device which absorbs energy as heat from a low 

temperature body and rejects energy as heat to a high temperature body when work is performed 

on the device. The objective of this device is to refrigerate a body at low temperature. Usually it 

uses atmosphere as the high temperature reservoir.
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Refer to figure. Let QL and QH represents the amount of energy absorbed as heat from the low 

temperature reservoir and the energy rejected as heat to the high temperature reservoir 

respectively, Let W be the work done on the device to accomplish the task.

Therefore,
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Heat engine and the refrigerator (/heat pump) can be represented as shown in  

Figure.

The efficiency of a heat engine is given by

Wnet< Q1   since Q1  (heat) transferred to the system cannot be completely 

converted to work in a cycle. Therefore ƞ  is less than unity. A heat engine can 

never be 100 efficient. Therefore Q2 >0 i.e., there has always to be a heat 

rejection. Thus a heat engine has to exchange heat with two reservoirs, the 

source and the sink. This experience leads to the proposition of the second law 

of thermodynamics which has been stated in several different ways.
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KELVIN PLANCK STATEMENT

It is impossible to construct a cyclically operating device such that it produces 
no other effect than the absorption of energy as heat from a single thermal 
reservoir and performs an equivalent amount of work.

The only option then is that the engine converts part of the energy it receives 
as heat into work and rejects the rest to another thermal reservoir the 
temperature of which is less than the temperature of the source. 

Two thermal reservoirs, one of high temperature (source), from which the 
working fluid receives energy as heat, and the other of low temperature (sink), 
to which the working fluid rejects energy as heat, are needed for a heat engine. 
Once the heat engine rejects a part of the energy it receives, its efficiency 
becomes less than one. 

Thus the Kelvin Planck statement further implies that no heat engine can have 
a thermal efficiency of one (hundred percent). This does not violate the first 
law of thermodynamics either.
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Kelvin - Planck Statement (continued)

Second law restricts the thermal efficiency of a heat engine to less than one. It stipulates that some 
portion of the energy absorbed as heat from a source must always be rejected to a low temperature 
sink.

Wilhelm Ostwald introduced the concept of perpetual motion machine of the second kind 
(PMMSK or PMM2), that is, of a device which would perform work solely by absorbing energy 
as heat from a body. Such a device does not violate the first law of thermodynamics.

A PMMSK is a hypothetical device (Figure ) which working cyclically, receives energy as heat 
from a single thermal reservoir, and delivers as equivalent amount of work. The Kelvin-Planck 
statement of the second law tells us that it is impossible to constructs a perpetual motion 
machine of the second kind.
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Clausius Statement of the Second Law

Heat always flows from a body at higher temperature to a body at a lower temperature. The 

reverse process never occurs spontaneously. Clausius' statement of the second law gives: It is 

impossible to construct a device which, operating in a cycle, will produce no effect other than the 

transfer of heat from a low-temperature body to a high temperature body.

This statement tells us that it is impossible for any device, unaided by an external agency, to 

transfer energy as heat from a cooler body to a hotter body. Consider the case of a refrigerator or a 

heat pump (Figure).
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Clausius Statement of the Second Law (cont…)

When W = 0

It is impossible to construct a refrigerator or a heat pump whose COP is 
infinity. Consider a domestic refrigerator, this device extracts energy as heat 
from the substance to be coded and transfers it to the surroundings. The 
refrigerator is supplied with electric power. Energy transfer as heat from a high 
temperature body to a low temperature body is a spontaneous process. 

The Clausius statement of the second law of thermodynamics tells that this 
spontaneous process cannot proceed in the reverse direction.

Apparently, the Kelvin Planck statement and the Clausius statement of the 
second law of thermodynamics are altogether different. They are not ! Instead, 
they are equivalent. A violation of Kelvin Planck statement leads to a violation 
of the Clausis statement too and vice-versa.
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Clausius Statement of the Second Law (cont…)

I                                                             II

Refer to Figure that is, it is possible to construct a device I which, working cyclically, absorbs 
energy a heat (Q1) from a source at temperature TH and performs an equivalent amount of 
work (W = Q1)

Next consider a device II which absorbs QL amount of energy from a low temperature body TL at and delivers 
energy as heat QH to a high temperature reservoir at TH       

To accomplish this, work W is done on the device. The device II does not violate the Clausius
statement. For device II, we can write QH =  QL+ W. Now combine I and II. The work delivered 
by device I is used by device, II.
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Clausius Statement of the Second Law (cont…)

Then 

W = Q1

QH =  QL+ W = QL+ Q1

This combined device (which is no more aided by any external agency) working cyclically, is not 
producing any effect other than the transfer of energy as heat QLfrom the low temperature 
reservoir to the high temperature reservoir. This is in violation of the Clausius statement.

I                                          II

To prove that violation of the Clausius' statement leads to violation of Kelvin Planck statement, let 
us assume that the Clausius' statement is incorrect.
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Clausius Statement of the Second Law (cont…)

That is, it is possible to constructs a device I (refer to Figure ) such that it 
transfers energy as heat Q from a body at lower temperature to a body at 
higher temperature unaided by any external agency. 

Consider another device II which receives energy as heat QH from a body at 
higher temperature, delivers work W and rejects energy as heat Q to the body 
at a low temperature. Device II does not violate Kelvin Planck statement. 
Application of the first law of thermodynamics to device II gives,

QH =  QL+ W 

Now consider the combination of devices I and II as a single device. This 
combined device, working cyclically, absorbs (QH – Q) amount of energy as 
heat from the thermal reservoir at temperature TH and delivers work (W = QH –
Q), leaving the thermal reservoir at temperature TL unaffected. That is, the 
resulting device is a PMMSK, which is in violation of the Kelvin Planck 
statement. Thus the Kelvin Planck statement and the Clausius' statement are 
equivalent.
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Reversibility, Irreversibility and Carnot cycle

The second law of thermodynamics distinguishes between reversible and irreversible 
processes.

A process is reversible with respect to the system and surroundings if the system and 
the surroundings can be restored to their respective initial states by reversing the 
direction of the process, that is, by reversing the heat transfer and work transfer. The 
process is irreversible if it cannot fulfill this criterion. 

 If a process can proceed in either direction without violating the second law of 
thermodynamics, it is reversible process. A reversible process is carried out infinitely 
slowly with an infinitesimal gradient, so that every state passed through by the system 
is an equilibrium state. So, a reversible process is a quasi-static process which can 
proceed in either direction.

 Given a process, if the attempt to reverse its direction leads to a violation of the 
second law of thermodynamics, then the given process is irreversible.

Any natural process carried out with a finite gradient is an irreversible process . A 
reversible process which consists of a succession of equilibrium states, is an idealized 
hypothetical process, approached only as a limit. It is said to be an asymptote to 
reality, All spontaneous processes are irreversible.
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Irreversible Processes

The example of irreversible processes are: Motion with friction, free expansion, Expansion/ 
compression with finite pressure difference, Energy transfer as heat with finite , Mixing of matter 
at different states, Mixing of non-identical gases.

Reversible Processes

The processes which can be idealized as reversible are: Motion without friction, 
Expansion/compression with infinitesimal pressure difference, Energy transfer as heat with 
infinitesimal temperature difference.

Carnot Cycle

A French engineer Sadi Carnot was the first to introduce the idea of reversible cycle. From the 
second law, it has been observed that the efficiency of a heat engine is less than unity. If the 
efficiency of heat engine is less than unity, what is the maximum efficiency of a heat engine? This 
can be answered by considering the Carnot cycle. The concept of carnot cycle is executed via 
Carnot engine.
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Carnot Engine:-

• Let us consider the operation of a hypothetical engine which employs the Carnot cycle. The 

Carnot engine consists of a cylinder-piston assembly in which a certain amount of 

gas(working fluid) is enclosed. Refer to Figure representing the Carnot cycle.

v
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Reversible Isothermal Heat Addition

In the first process, the cylinder head is brought into contact with a source at temperature T1

The gas inside the cylinder is also at temperature T1. The gas expands reversibly and 

isothermally . During this process, the system absorbs energy as heat Q1 from the source. 

The system changes its state from 1 to 2 on the p-v diagram.

where, for an ideal gas, U2 – U1

Reversible Adiabatic Expansion

In the second process, the cylinder head is insulated and the gas is allowed to expand till its 

temperature is equal to the sink temperature . The system thus reaches state 3. This is a 

reversible adiabatic process.

Reversible Isothermal Heat Rejection

In the next process, the system is brought into contact with the sink which is at a temperature T2. 
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The heat Q2 leaves the system and the internal energy further decreases

where, only for an ideal gas, 

Through a reversible isothermal process the system reaches state 4.

Reversible Adiabatic Compression

• In the next process, the gas is compressed reversibly and adiabatically till it reaches the initial 
state 1, thus, completing the cycle.

Summing up all the processes, one can write
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Or,

The thermal efficiency,

Efficiency of Carnot Engine Using Ideal Gas

• 1-2: A reversible isothermal expansion with heat addition

2-3: A reversible adiabatic expansion
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• 3-4: A reversible isothermal compression with heat rejection

• 4-1: A reversible adiabatic compression

Energy absorbed as heat
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Thermal efficiency,

Here, for the ideal gases we can write

Also,
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Or,

So,  
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Two consequences of the second law of thermodynamics are will known as Carnot's principles.

Principle I:

No heat engine operating between the two given thermal reservoirs, each of which is 

maintained at a constant temperature, can be more efficient than a reversible engine operating 

between the same two thermal reservoirs. Refer to Figure

Let two heat engines EA and EB operate between the given source at temperature T1

and the given sink at temperature T2 as shown.
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Let EA be any heat engine and EB any reversible heat engine. We are to prove that the efficiency 
of EB is more than that of EA . Let us assume that it is not true               .

Let the rates of working of the engines be such that

Since,

Now let the direction of be reversed.
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Refer to Figure , Since EB is a reversible heat engine, the magnitudes of heat and work quantities 

will remain the same, but their directions will be reversed as shown.

Since WA > WB some part of WA (equal to WB ) may be fed to drive the reversed heat 
engine EB. Since, , the heat discharged by the reversed EB may be supplied 
to EA.

The source may, therefore, be eliminated. The net result is that EA and reversed EB together 
constitute a heat engine which, operating in a cycle, produces net work   WA - WB , while 
exchanging heat with a single reservoir at T2

This violates the Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law . Hence the 
assumption is wrong.

Therefore,
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• Principle II:

• All reversible heat engines operating between the two given thermal reservoirs have the 

same efficiency. The efficiency of reversible heat engine does not depend on the working 

fluid, it depends only on the temperature of the reservoirs between which it operates.

• To prove the proposition, let us assume that the efficiency of the reversible engine R1

is greater than the efficiency of the reversible engine R2 .
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Refer to Figure . The engine R1 absorbs energy as heat Q1from the constant temperature 

thermal reservoir at T1, does work WR1 and rejects energy as heat Q to the reservoir at T2. 

The engine R2 absorbs energy as heat Q1 from the reservoir at T1, does work WR2 and 

rejects energy as heat Q2 to the reservoir at T2. Then WR1 = Q1 –Q,  WR2 = Q1 –Q2

and,

By assumption,
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Then,

Therefore,

Since R2 is a reversible engine, it can be made to execute the cycle in the reversed order. That is, 

when work WR2 is performed on the device, it absorbs energy as heat, Q2 from the reservoir 

at T2 and rejects energy as heat Q1 to the reservoir at T1. Since, WR1> WR2 , R2 can be run 

as a heat pump utilizing part of the work done by R1. The combination of the two devices is 

also shown in the figure. 

The net work done by the device is given by
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The resulting device absorbs energy as heat (Q2 – Q) from the reservoir at T2 .

• Does not require any interaction with the second reservoir.

• Delivers an equivalent amount of work.

• This is in violation of the Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law of thermodynamics. 
Hence the assumption that                                    , is incorrect. Therefore,

Nov let us assume that the reversible engine R2  is more efficient then the reversible engine R1. 
Then the reversible engine R1 can be run as a heat pump, utilizing the part of the work done 
by R2. By following the similar argument as the earlier case, we can arrive at the result that,

Hence, it can be concluded that

Stated in works: All reversible engines operating between the two given thermal reservoirs have 
the same efficiency.
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For minimum power requirement

Q2/T2 = Q1/T1
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